INTRODUCTION AND FORMULATION OF MAIN RESULTS
The parabolic potentials H a f and H a f (of Riesz and Bessel type, respectively) are denned in the Fourier terms by ( 
1.1) F[H°f](x,t) = (\x\ 2 + it)-a/2 F[f](x,t), (1.2) F[H a f]{x,t) = (1 + \x\ 2 + ity a/2 F[f)(x,t),
where a > 0, x £ R n , t £ R 1 . (E is identity operator and A x -V -z-n is Laplacian).
These potentials are interpreted as negative fractional powers of the heat operators (-A x + d/dt) and (E -A x + d/dt), that is formally,

H a f(x,t) = (-A x H°f(x, t) = (E-
A
*=i oxf.
The parabolic potentials were introduced by Jones [7] and Sampson [11] and studied by Bagby, Gopala Rao, Chanillo, Nogin, Rubin, Aliev and many other mathematicians (see: [1, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10] ). 450 S.B. Uyhan, A.D. Gadjiev and I.A. aliev [2] In this paper we investigate the approximation properties of the families H a f and H a J as a -) • 0 + . One should note that the classical Riesz and Bessel kernels as approximations of the identity have been studied by Kurokawa [8] . First, we shall give some necessary notations and auxiliary facts. We shall need the following classes of "anisotropic" Lipschitz functions on R n + 1 x R 1 .
A. T H E LIPSCHITZ CLASS Ap. 
/ € L p fl C, the convergence is uniform on any compact K C R n + 1 .
Jf / e L p (R n + 1 ), 1 < p < 00, then lim n a f(x,t) = /(a;,*), where ). Suppose a function f € L p has the limit I G (-00,00) at the point (x, t) 6 R n+1 .
Using the identity (1.4) we get = i x (a) + i 2 {a) + i 3 {a)
J W(y, r) (f(x -y , t -r ) -
The application of the estimates (2.3) leads to (set y = 2^z , dy = 2 n (p')-n/2 r n / 2 <k) Slight additional technicalities related to the factor e~T are left to the reader. 
I W(y,T)\f{x-y,t-T)-l\dydT
